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Day of Defeat was born years ago when my son John “Fuzz” Shull merged two incomplete and immature Half-Life modifications into one. 

Saving Private Ryan was the beginning. It was the fall of 1998 and at the time I was mapping a few Quake levels for fun and son Fuzz was doing a project for High School that involved making a diorama of Omaha Beach. He and I both played the original HL1 over Christmas and thought that a HL version with a WW2-theme would be great (I was a closet-historian concerning WW2. I loved reading about P-51's and FW190's and the first-person accounts you find in Stephen Ambrose's books). 

That spring (1999) Fuzz started working as a level designer and front man for a Half-Life modification entitled "World War Three". A college student (Trunks) fluent in C++ was designing it. Trunks was trying to create an fps combat game that would touch on war from WWII up to futuristic wars. Trunks was also doing 100% of the coding and his college roommate was working on all the other requirements except mapping. After a few months Trunks and his roommate decided to concentrate on their college responsibilities and they gave the source code to Fuzz. Fuzz was not a coder so he hired his close friend Jon “Pr0fit” Kaczmarski, who was just then learning how to code, to continue the C++ work as best possible. 

Half-Life modifications by then were in full swing. Counter Strike had just released Beta 1, Firearms and Front Line Force were beginning development and there was another modification in start-up entitled, “Day of Defeat” run by Little Squirrel. The WW3 team didn’t have an experienced coder, but they had a good code base and they had level designers and were getting by on textures. The Day of Defeat team had a good coder, but the code was new and they didn’t have level designers or texture guys. Both teams realized they needed each other to survive so they merged code and concentrated on Day of Defeat’s World War Two-only scenarios to narrow the scope. 

The team had enough talent to move slowly forward, but they lacked model support for the weapons, sound, player animations and a experienced coder so things moved very slow. The team hired Agent who in several months was able to create most of the original weapon sets used in the game. They also hired Thunder Weenie and his right-hand man Wheels as historians and sound engineers. The team was still accepting map donations from the community when they found and hired Kamikaze to do textures and mapping. Axis eventually stepped in and at some point re-wrote most of the code base. 

The team put together a very weak alpha for the public, went from release Alpha A to D and then released the first beta 1. I’m not sure of the date of that release but that’s the condensed history of DoD up to beta 1. I probably left some stuff out but that's cause I'm old and senile now. 

At some point the guys who run the show now were brought on board and the mod moved from a part-time fun project to something much more polished and serious and became a real profession for PIU, Mugs, Molo, Axis, Das, TW, Waldo and a few others (at least at the start). 

My son dropped out of the DoD universe about the same time beta 1 was released to attend college and drive cars and date pretty girls...he still hangs out occasionally and plays a few DoD rounds (or CS...CS was his first fps gaming love) and I know he's proud of what he started.


* Beta 1.0 (January 12, 2001) 
* Beta 1.1 (February 14, 2001) 
* Beta 1.2 (April 5, 2001 ?) 
* Beta 1.3 (July 1, 2001) 
* Beta 2.0 (October 13, 2001 ?) 
* Beta 2.1 (May 10, 2002) 
* Beta 3.0 (July 11, 2002) 
* Beta 3.1 (August 8, 2002) 
* Version 1.0 (May 1, 2003) 
* Version 1.1 (November 14, 2003, the first release on Steam) 
* Version 1.2 (May 19, 2004) 
* Version 1.3 (July 7, 2004) 
* DoD:Source - (September 26, 2005)

